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ABSTRACT 

Magnetic bistability in organic-radical based materials has attracted significant interest due to its potential 

application in electronic devices. The First-Principles Bottom-Up study herein presented aims at elucidating the 

key factors behind the different magnetic response of the low and high temperature phases of four different 

switchable dithiazolyl (DTA)-based compounds. The drastic change in the magnetic response upon spin 

transition is always due to changes in the JAB magnetic interactions between adjacent radicals along the π-stacks 

of the crystal, which in turn are driven mostly by changes in interplanar distance and degree of lateral slippage, 

according to the interpretation of a series of magneto-structural correlation maps. Furthermore, specific 

geometrical dispositions have been recognized as a ferromagnetic fingerprint in such correlations. Our results 

thus show that a proper substitution of the chemical skeleton attached to the DTA ring could give rise to new 

organic materials with dominant ferromagnetic interactions. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Theoretical predictions of magnetic properties of switchable purely organic molecule-based magnets have 

experienced an incredible development during the last two decades.[1,2,3,4,5] Some of these compounds present 

peculiarities that could not be easily explained. Our attention is devoted to dithiazolyl (1,3,2-DTA, see Figure 

1a) compounds because they are one of the most prominent candidates for potential technological applications, 

like memory storage devices, sensors and quantum computers.[6] Therefore, here we focus on why some DTA 

compounds present not only spin transition from a low (LT) to a high (HT) temperature configuration, but also 

bistability. In general terms, a bistable system presents two stable phases that can coexist within a reasonably 

wide temperature range. Often, the phase transition from LT to HT for DTA compounds can be driven by 

temperature and/or light.[7,8] In fact, this is why they can be exploited for technological purposes. Note that the 
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mechanism per se of the phase transition that characterizes these systems is out of the scope of this paper. 

Instead we are interested in describing the static magneto-response of experimentally well-characterized planar 

bistable DTA compounds. Let us stress the fact that, in a static study, it is assumed that a molecule-based 

material can be described by a single crystal structure (usually characterized by X-Ray/powder diffraction 

experiments) over the range of temperatures of interest for simulation purposes, neglecting the effect that, for 

example, thermal fluctuations might have on these systems. 

 
In particular, the properties of TTTA,[9,10,11] PDTA,[12]  TDPDTA,[13]  and 4-NCBDTA[14]  materials will be 

investigated. According to magnetic susceptibility χT(T) data, all of them show bistability except the 4-NCBDTA, 

which presents just a spin transition. Specifically, TTTA and PDTA bistabilities encompass room temperature, 

while for TDPDTA it occurs at much lower temperature. They all share the same dithiazolyl (DTA) chemical 

skeleton, where the nitrogen formally hosts an unpaired electron (see Figures 1a-1e).  

 
We are interested in understanding how the R, R’ substituents of the DTA−moiety (Figure 1a) affect the 

magnetic behavior. The four selected DTA compounds present a common trend in the solid state: the planar 

DTA radicals pile up forming stacks (see schematic representation in Figure 2a-c). Accordingly, the interaction 

between the π-system of neighboring DTA−radicals is expected to be responsible for the dominant 

intermolecular magnetic interactions in these systems, as concluded from a previous First-Principles Bottom-Up 

(FPBU[15]) study on the TTTA compound.[16] Let us now briefly describe the main features of the compounds 

under study.  
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Figure 1. (a) General chemical skeleton of the DTA−ring, with R, R’ substituents. Note that the formal position of the 
unpaired electron is marked with a dot on the N atom of the DTA−ring. For (b) TTTA, (c) PDTA, (d) TDPDTA, and (e) 4-
NCBDTA, the corresponding R, R’ substituents that, together with the DTA moiety, give rise to the DTA−based 
compounds investigated in this paper are shown.  
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the crystal packing showing the top and side views of the common pattern of the 
DTA stacking for the low temperature (LT) and high temperature (HT) phases of TTTA, PDTA, 4-NCBDTA and TDPDTA 
(a,b,c,d, respectively). In the LT phases, a common crystal packing trend is followed by TTTA, PDTA and 4-NCBDTA 
where the eclipsed-π dimers (red line) are alternated with π-slipped dimers (dashed blue line). For (d) LT−TDPDTA phase, 
the packing differs from the other three compounds, presenting an almost uniform arrangement (dashed purple and orange 
lines identifies two different distances between radicals within the same column). In the HT configurations instead, all four 
materials follow the same regular π-stacks configuration. 
 

 
TTTA exhibits bistability at room temperature (namely, TC↓ = 220 K to TC↑ = 315 K). It has been extensively 

studied both from the structural and the electronic perspectives.[9,10,11] The structure has been experimentally 

resolved at different temperatures (150K, 225K, 250K, 300K and 310K). The system undergoes a first-order 

phase transition between the LT and HT phases. The LT-TTTA diamagnetic phase belongs to the triclinic P1 

space group. The HT−TTTA paramagnetic phase instead is monoclinic with space group P21/c. The columns of 

radicals in the LT phase are distorted π-stacks consisting in slipped pairs of nearly-eclipsed radicals (Figure 2a-

LT). In contrast, the columns of the HT phase at room temperature are regular π-stacks of radicals, where each 

single TTTA molecule exhibits a tilted overlap with its two adjacent TTTA molecules along the stacking 

direction (Figure 2a-HT).  

 
The PDTA system presents many similarities compared to TTTA. It is a planar bistable system, whose 

susceptibility curve encompasses room temperature (namely, TC↓ = 297 K to TC↑ = 343 K). The compound has 

been experimentally characterized at 95K, 293K and 323K.[12] As TTTA, it experiences a first-order phase 

transition. The LT-PDTA motif presents eclipsed π-pairs alternated with π-shifted pairs (Figure 2b-LT); whereas 

the HT−PDTA phase presents a uniform π-stack pair pattern (Figure 2b-HT). The LT−PDTA crystal structure 
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belongs to the triclinic space group 𝑃1, consisting of centrosymmetric pairs of PDTA dimers, while the HT−PDTA 

phase belongs to the monoclinic space group C2/c.  

 
The 4-NCBDTA system is not bistable but presents spin transition. The 4-NCBDTA structures studied were 

resolved at 180 K (LT) and 300 K (HT) by X-Ray Powder diffraction.[14] Both the LT-4-NCBDTA and the HT-

4-NCBDTA phases belong to the monoclinic space group P21/c. For the LT-4-NCBDTA phase, there is an 

alternation between eclipsed π-pairs and π-shifted pairs (Figure 2c-LT). On the contrary, for the HT-4-NCBDTA 

structure, the packing is uniform (Figure 2c-HT).  

 
The TDPDTA radical presents three fused rings, i.e. two five membered rings coupled by a six-membered ring. 

This has a direct effect on the crystal packing. Both the LT−TDPDTA and HT−TDPDTA phases belong to the 

triclinic space group P1.[13] The system shows a hysteretic behavior, with the temperature range between TC↓ = 

50 K and TC↑ = 200 K. The HT phase displays the common uniform packing of ribbons of TDPDTA radicals 

packed in a slipped π-stack arrangement, as the other three crystals (Figure 2d-HT). However, the LT phase 

presents alternate layers of TDPDTA shifted laterally every two radicals within a given column, giving rise to 

almost uniform arrays of dimers (see Figure 2d-LT).  

 
To sum up, the current study of TTTA, PDTA, TDPDTA, and 4-NCBDTA addresses three main issues from a 

static perspective. Our first goal is to study by means of the FPBU[15] approach the magnetic interactions 

between pairs of radicals to identify the magnetic topology of the molecule-based DTA crystals. Next, we aim at 

providing a magneto-structural correlation map as a function of the substituents of the DTA−moiety to highlight 

the ferromagnetic fingerprint region in DTA−based materials. At this point, we would like to stress that this 

magneto-structural map could be used as a practical tool to help experimentalists to design more stable and 

efficient purely organic radicals with ferromagnetic properties in the solid state. Finally, our objective is to 

assess whether structural (geometrical) as well as electronic (DTA−chemical skeleton, interactions between 

substituent) factors affect or not the magnitude of the significant radical···radical JAB magnetic couplings. 

 
 
METHODOLOGICAL DETAILS 

The First-Principles Bottom-Up (FPBU) working strategy has been extensively used to study molecule-based 

magnets.[15,16,17] First, one selects all possible magnetically relevant pairs of radicals in the crystal by analysis of 

the crystal packing from the X-ray resolved experimental structure. As for the DTA−based crystals, although the 

spin density of a DTA radical is delocalized over the atoms of the entire DTA−ring (see Supporting Information 

Section 1), the pairs of radicals have been chosen based on the N*···N* distance, where N* refers to the nitrogen 

atom that formally holds the unpaired electron (Figure 1a). The N*···N* threshold distance was set to 10.0 Å to 

select di pairs of radicals because it is known that the spin-coupling interaction exponentially decays with 

distance.[18] 
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Next, one calculates the radical···radical JAB spin-coupling interaction for each pair of radicals selected in the 

crystal. The microscopic JAB magnetic interaction is evaluated in terms of energy differences. Therefore, for the 

energy calculations, the neutral environment of any given DTA−radical must be well described. Direct 

observation of the crystal hints at using a two-radical cluster as a model. From the general Heisenberg 

Hamiltonian (ℋ =  −2𝛴AB JAB 𝑆A∙ 𝑆B) for an A-B pair of S=1/2 radicals, the JAB value can be defined as JAB = 

[𝐸!" - ET],[19] where ET and 𝐸!" are the triplet and singlet broken symmetry[20] energies of the dimer cluster 

model, respectively. All energy calculations were performed at DFT/UB3LYP[21] level as implemented in the 

Gaussian09 package.[22] The standard 6-31+G(d) basis set[23] was used in all energy calculations. 

 

Once all JAB exchange couplings have been computed, one must propose the magnetic topology of the crystal in 

terms of the non-negligible JAB magnetic interactions. This step is extremely important because it enables us to 

visualize how the microscopic magnetic interactions propagate. The use of Statistical Mechanics to calculate the 

macroscopic magnetic properties of the DTA−based crystals is bound to the selection of a magnetic model, 

whose extension along (a, b, c) crystallographic axes regenerates the whole magnetic topology. 

 

Finally, having chosen the magnetic models, one constructs the matrix representation that contains all JAB values 

required to appropriately parameterize the Heisenberg Hamiltonian. The energy eigenvalues and corresponding 

spin quantum numbers that result from the full diagonalization of the adequate matrix on the space of spin 

functions of the magnetic models are used to calculate the magnetic susceptibility χT(T) data for each magnetic 

model we select using the corresponding expression provided by Statistical Mechanics.[24] Finally, the simulated 

data for the systems studied by means of the FPBU working strategy is compared to the experimental data.  

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The static analysis of the four DTA−based materials studied in this work is reported in three different sections. 

In the first section, the compounds are analyzed by means of the FPBU approach, providing a unique view of the 

driving spin-coupling interactions and how they propagate within the experimentally X-Ray resolved crystal. 

The second section, instead, deals with the study of geometrical factors and their correlation with magnetic 

coupling interactions. In this case, we will make use of a set of representative structural models of each system 

to explore the different magneto-structural correlations displayed by each DTA−based material. The aim of this 

study is to uncover the intermolecular arrangement that most likely favors ferromagnetic (FM) interactions. 

Finally, the third section will quantify the contribution that electronic and structural factors have on the overall 

JAB exchange coupling interactions. 
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Figure 3. Magnetic topology for HT− and LT−phases of (a, b) PDTA and (c, d) TDPDTA crystals, respectively. 
Note that the N*···N* inter radical distance (in Å) and corresponding JAB (in cm-1) are also given in a Table next 
to the corresponding magnetic topology.  |JAB| < 1 cm-1 are displayed as light grey lines. 
 

1. Magnetic Susceptibility Curves: Calculated vs. Experimental 

Previous studies on TTTA[16,25] and 4-NCBDTA[26] have already reported their magnetic topology and their 

corresponding simulated magnetic susceptibility curves. For both compounds, good agreement was 

accomplished with respect to the experimental data. Notice that the magnetic topology is defined in terms of 

non-negligible JAB exchange interactions between radicals.[27] Therefore, the magnetic topology embraces all the 

most important JAB spin coupling interactions (see Supporting Information Section 2 for a list of the atomic 

coordinates of the magnetically dominant pairs of radicals). For the LT−TTTA phase, the basic magnetic motif 

can be described as an antiferromagnetic (AFM) 1D chain formed by alternating eclipsed and slipped dimers. 

There are large AFM interactions (𝐽!"#$%&!' !"#$%
!"!!!!" = -1755 cm-1) that are responsible for the overall diamagnetic 

behavior of this phase, which are then connected by weaker 𝐽!"#$$%& !"#$%
!"!!!!"  coupling interactions (-50 cm-1) along 

the π-stack (see Figure 2a).[16] This basic magnetic motif is then interconnected in a three-dimensional (3D) 

network of much weaker coupling interactions, that can be neglected for simulation purposes. The HT−TTTA 

magnetic motif consists instead of regular AFM 1D chains (𝐽!"#$%&! !"#$%
!"!!!!"  = -135 cm-1, see Figure 2b), which 

explains the weak paramagnetism experimentally observed. Likewise, the 4-NCBDTA basic magnetic motifs 

resemble those for TTTA, presenting similar magnetic exchange coupling values, namely 𝐽!"#$%&!' !"#$%
!"!!!"#$%& = -1700 

cm-1 and 𝐽!"#$$%& !"#$%
!"!!!"#$%& = -80 cm-1 for the LT phase, and 𝐽!"#$%&! !"#$%

!"!!!"#$%& = -340 cm-1 for the HT phase.[26]  
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 (a) (b)  

    

 

Figure 4. Comparison between experimental χT(T) data (in black) and computed magnetic susceptibility χT(T) for (a) 
PDTA and (b) TDPDTA using the most representative 1D minimal magnetic models that better reproduce the data for LT 
(in blue) and HT (in red) phases.  
 

 

Here we report the magnetic topology for both HT− and LT−phases of the PDTA and TDPDTA systems (see 

Figures 3a, 3c for HT and 3b, 3d for LT). We can clearly see how the main JAB magnetic interaction propagates 

along the DTA π-stacking direction of the crystal structure for all phases (see strongest JAB couplings highlighted 

in red in Tables inserted in Figure 3). For PDTA (Figure 3a-b), the alternating eclipsed radical pair and slipped 

dimer pattern in the LT-phase becomes a regular π-stacking in the HT-phase, in accordance with the general 

tendency hitherto observed for DTA−based systems (see TTTA in Figure 2a-b). One can realize that the 

magnetic topologies are three-dimensional (3D). Yet, the inter-π-stacking JAB magnetic interactions are at least 

one order of magnitude smaller that the strongest JAB π-stacking couplings (see Tables inset in Figure 3). 

Consequently, while we are dealing with 3D magnetic topologies, for simulation purposes the basic magnetic 

motif can be considered to be one-dimensional (1D) (see Supporting Information Section 3). Comparison 

between PDTA (Figure 3a-b) and TDPDTA (Figure 3c-d) shows that, although the inter-π-stack JAB magnetic 

interactions have the same order of magnitude, the intra-π-stack JAB magnetic couplings for TDPDTA are weaker 

than for PDTA. This is not an issue for the LT−TDPDTA phase, which still can be taken to be 1D for simulation 

purposes. However, for the HT−TDPDTA phase the intra- and inter-π-stack JAB values might appear to be 

comparable. Thus, the 3D magnetic topology of the HT-TDPDTA phase has been analyzed to conclude that a 

1D magnetic model can be nevertheless used for calculation of magnetic properties (see Supporting Information 

Section 3 for detailed discussion on magnetic models for PDTA and TDPDTA).  

 
The experimental and computed magnetic susceptibility χT(T) data for PDTA and TDPDTA show qualitative 

agreement with experiment (see Figure 4). For the LT−PDTA phase, the shape of the calculated curve almost 

perfectly overlap the measured χT(T) values (Figure 4a). The simulated LT−PDTA phase behaves as 

experimentally measured because the radicals form nearly eclipsed pairs and there is an extremely strong AFM 

calculated JAB value (ca. −1650 cm-1). The LT−PDTA phase thus becomes magnetically silent, similarly to 
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TTTA and 4-NCBDTA. Note that the large AFM value of JAB comes from the dominant magnetic interaction 

propagating along the DTA π-stacking direction in all the analyzed crystals (see Figure 2a). Yet experimental 

and calculated χT(T) values do not show a perfect correspondence for neither the LT−TDPDTA nor HT data of 

both crystals. The LT−TDPDTA and HT magnetic responses are qualitatively consistent with the general 

experimental shape. However, they do not numerically reproduce the measured χT(T) values. Although 

enlarging the magnetic model improves the computed χT(T) data (see discussion in Supporting Information 

Section 3),[25] the experimental values cannot be fully reproduced. Therefore, the study of PDTA and TDPDTA 

proofs one more time that a static study of the magnetism of DTA−based systems has its limitations. For 

DTA−based materials, this flaw is due to the fact that a single geometry has been disclosed not to be 

representative enough of the system due to the thermal fluctuations that the crystal experiences.[26,28] Despite 

being aware that molecular dynamics studies are needed to address this issue (and will soon be performed), the 

static results provide a rationale for the different magnetic response of the two phases of PDTA and TDPDTA. 

The resulting data are in agreement with previous studies on TTTA and 4-NCBDTA. In all these four 

DTA−derivatives, the change of the magnetic response upon phase transition is due to different J(di) magnetic 

radical···radical interactions along the π-stacking direction. Therefore, one can safely conclude that the different 

magnetic behavior of the phases of bistable DTA−compounds is ruled by the same physical principles.  

 
 
2. Evaluating the Nature of the Magnetic Interactions in DTA−based Materials: Magneto-Structural 

Correlation Maps 

We complemented our FPBU investigation screening the JAB values for a multiple set of DTA−based dimers as a 

function of two geometrical variables: namely, the interplanar distance (dIP) and the degree of slippage (dSL) 

between the two radicals. These two geometrical variables have been found to be of general application for a 

series of organic radicals in order to establish magneto-structural correlations.[29] For all DTA−based materials 

here studied, the HT phase is the most interesting because it is not diamagnetic. Therefore, the study that we 

hereafter present aims at rationalizing the different experimental data of the magnetic susceptibility displayed by 

the HT phases of TTTA, PDTA, 4-NCBDTA and TDPDTA using magneto-structural correlation maps. 

 
To this aim, we selected one DTA−radical from the HT phase of each single crystal (TTTA, PDTA, TDPDTA, 

4-NCBDTA) as a reference, keeping the bond distances as resolved experimentally. This radical was then 

oriented in the xy-plane, and then duplicated along the z-axis to create the model used to screen the JAB values 

(see Figure 5a for Model I of TTTA). 

 
Analyzing the geometry of the DTA−radicals within the experimentally resolved crystal, it emerges that the 

shortest and longest dIP interplanar distances belong to TDPDTA (3.305 Å) and 4-NCBDTA (3.524 Å) systems, 

respectively.  The dSL degree of slippage has, instead, the shortest value for 4-NCBDTA (1.007 Å), whereas the  
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(a) (b) 

 
 

 
Figure 5. (a) Model I used for sampling the respective dIP (in purple) and dSL (in green) distances to compute the magneto-
structural correlation maps. Note that the DTA−radical shown is TTTA. (b) Schematic representation of the correlation maps. 
The x-axis provides the dIP contribution, whereas the y-axis provides the dSL contribution. The calculated JAB interactions are 
displayed along the z-axis, and also projected onto the xy-plane. 
 

 
largest is found in TDPDTA (2.974 Å). Accordingly, we have selected dIP interplanar distances ranging from 2.5 

to 3.8 Å and dSL degrees of slippage ranging from 1.0 to 3.5 Å to obtain the correlation maps. Note that this 

distance range is large enough not only to explore those already known geometrical arrangements but also other 

dispositions that might be magnetically important. Therefore, the configurations created extend from almost 

completely eclipsed dimer (dSL=1.0) to the completely detached pair (dSL=3.5) (see Figure 5b). Specifically, the 

number of configurations along dIP is 130, while the number along dSL is 25. Each single magneto-structural 

correlation map is thus obtained analyzing 3250 dimers, and computing the JAB coupling value for each pair of 

radicals.  

 
Figure 6 displays the calculated JAB interactions as dIP and dSL vary, and the corresponding projection onto the xy-

plane. One can easily realize that our results show that we can locate not only regions with the expected highly 

AFM interactions, but also FM regions which yet have not been experimentally met. The JAB range of interest 

considered goes from -100 cm-1 up to +150 cm-1, as highlighted in the color scale legend. AFM coupling values 

beyond 100 cm-1 (JAB << -100 cm-1) are represented in black, because such strong JAB spin coupling actually 

corresponds to a diamagnetic pair of radicals, which is magnetically silent. Thus, there is no possibility to exploit 

the magnetic properties of the systems. On the contrary, screening the different regions from JAB = -100 cm-1 up 

to the strongest FM area allows us to identify the radical pairs with geometrical configurations that favor FM 

interactions. Let us remark here that slipped geometries of other organic radicals displaying FM interactions 

have also been predicted in the literature.[29a,c] 

*

*
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Figure 6. Magneto-structural correlation maps for (a) TTTA (bistable), (b) PDTA (bistable), (c) 4-NCBDTA (spin switch), 
and (d) TDPDTA (bistable). 
 

 
The four DTA−based systems present very different magneto-structural correlation maps (see Figure 6). As a 

consequence, the extension of the FM areas varies significantly. Indeed, direct observation of the correlation 

maps tells us that whether the compounds are bistable or just spin switchable does not depend on JAB. Contrarily, 

a correlation can be inferred between the number of fused rings of the DTA−radical and the tendency of the JAB 

magnetic coupling to show AFM values. Moving from two fused ring systems (TTTA, 4-NCBDTA, PDTA) to 

three fused ring radicals (TDPDTA), the probability of orbital overlap to be efficient increases and, thus, the FM 

coupling is quenched.  

 
The compound presenting the widest FM area is the prototypical TTTA system (Figure 6a). The FM zone ranges 

from (dIP = 2.50 Å, dSL = 1.49 Å) to (dIP = 3.24 Å, dSL = 2.40 Å). The JAB values vary from 0 cm-1 (orange border 

line) to +87 cm-1 (brownish area). In between these two limiting values, we have a gradient of FM spin coupling 
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values. Each depicted distinctive zone involves a set of radical pairs whose arrangement enhances the FM 

coupling. Since all JAB values have been computed at UB3LYP[20,21] level, our next goal is to prove the good 

description of the magnetic interaction between TTTAs (and DTA−radicals in general) provided by DFT theory.  

 
First, the JAB magnetic coupling interactions computed at DFT/UB3LYP level were benchmarked with the 

Difference Dedicated Configuration Interaction (DDCI3)[30] method for our system. Therefore, a series of FM 

configurations from the TTTA correlation map were selected and their JAB values compared to the outcomes of 

the DDCI calculations (see A-C models in Supporting Information Section 4 for a detailed discussion). The 

corresponding JAB values calculated at DDCI level confirm the existence of FM interactions associated to certain 

geometrical configurations (e.g. 𝐽!"#$% !!!"#  = 30.6 cm-1 vs. 𝐽!"#$% !!"!!"#  = 7.9 cm-1 in Supporting Information Section 4). 

In this sense, DFT, although less accurate than DDCI3, offers a cheap and consistent method to rely on for 

predicting FM/AFM coupling. Therefore, DFT can be trusted to evaluate FM and AFM tendencies, but not the 

absolute value of the JAB coupling per se. 

 
A similar scenario to TTTA is also reported for PDTA (Figure 6b) and 4-NCBDTA (Figure 6c) compounds, 

although a contraction of the FM region is observed, i.e. there are fewer geometrical arrangements presenting 

FM coupling. Unexpectedly, a dissimilar magneto-structural correlation map is obtained analyzing the TDPDTA 

compound (Figure 6d). Herein, there is no presence of a FM area at all. To further investigate this trend, we have 

employed the orbital analysis as defined by Kahn’s model.[31] Accordingly, the FM JAB interactions are favored 

when the orbital overlap (OO) between the SOMO of the two radicals tends to be zero. Figure 7 reports the 

orbital overlap analysis carried out for TTTA and TDPDTA compounds. Note that, for each magneto-structural 

correlation map, we analyzed four slices along dSL at fixed chosen dIP distances, using as reference TTTA. The 

dIP values (2.5, 3.1, 3.22 and 3.5 Å) were chosen to sample the most FM region, the FM boundary (JAB = 0 cm-1), 

the moderate AFM region, and the region where the experimentally resolved dimer should be located. 

 
For TTTA, the corresponding OO values are nearly zero when the interaction JAB between the radicals becomes 

FM (see blue line for dIP = 2.5Å in Figure 7a). In fact, the zero-orbital overlap correlates with the interstitial 

disposition of the 𝜋 orbitals of the two radicals within the dimer (see blue ! in Figure 7b-c). This structural 

arrangement enhances the FM coupling between TTTA radicals. Contrarily, the same slice at 2.5 Å for the 

TDPDTA displays OO values clearly different from zero (see blue ! in Figure 7e-f). Thus, it agrees with JAB 

being AFM in all dSL range of sampled values (see blue line in Figure 7d). Indeed, one can realize that, in the 

case of TDPDTA, the degree of delocalization of the spin density on the fused rings to the DTA−moiety is larger 

than in the other three compounds. As a result, non-zero orbital overlap (OO) within the dimer are present in a 

much wider geometrical range and, in turn, any possibility for FM coupling is quenched.  
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Figure 7. Orbital overlap (OO) analysis graphs for TTTA (a-c) and TDPDTA (d-f). (a) Fixed dIP values sampled at 2.5, 3.1, 
3.22 and 3.5 Å in order to analyze the most FM region (blue line), the FM boundary (JAB = 0 cm-1, purple line), the moderate 
AFM region (gray line), and the region where the experimentally resolved TTTA dimer should be located (orange line and 
corresponding orange dot in the projected map). (d) Same regions are analyzed for TDPDTA for comparison reasons. Note 
the TDPDTA experimental geometry lies in the FM boundary (purple line). (b,e) Effective orbital analysis (OO) compared 
to the JAB values for the four slices in (a,d). The empty symbols refer to the orbital overlap OO data, while the full symbols 
refer to JAB data. (c,f) Zoom of the region with smallest orbital overlap OO, ranging from 1.4 Å and 2.6 Å.  
 

 

The second cross-section of the TTTA material at dIP = 3.20 Å and dSL = 1.0-3.5 Å (see Figure 7a, purple line) 

explores the boundary of the FM area. It clearly shows the tendency of OO to present non-negligible values 

(purple " in Figure 7b-c). The corresponding JAB interactions, instead, still display some ferromagnetism, in 

agreement with our assumption that the OO rather than being accurate is only one of the contributions (direct 

exchange and spin polarization are other factors that determine the total coupling). For the sake of comparison 

with TTTA, the same slice of interest is taken in the TDPDTA case (purple " in Figure 7e-f). Correspondingly, 

the OO analysis exhibits significant values, describing AFM spin couplings. Last but not least, always using the 

TTTA compound as our reference, we have also considered the cross-sections just outside the FM area (dIP = 

3.30 Å, dSL = 1.0-3.5 Å) and in coincidence with the position of the experimentally X-Ray resolved TTTA dimer 

(dIP = 3.47 Å, dSL = 1.32 Å) (see grey and orange lines in Figure 7a). Additionally, the position of the 

experimental structure of the TDPDTA dimer was also considered (dIP = 3.305 Å, dSL = 2.97 Å in Figure 7d). 
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The representation of the zoom in Figures 7c,f shows the clear tendency of the orbital overlap towards larger 

values, both in TTTA (grey !) and TDPDTA (orange !) cases, and hence to larger AFM interactions.  

 
For TDPDTA, a further analysis was carried out. The geometry of the Model I dimer (JAB = -89 cm-1) that most 

resembles the experimental structure (JAB = –70 cm-1) was selected. Then, we applied successive longitudinal 

translations (dLG = 0.1 Å) between both TDPDTA monomers, generating 10 different configurations (see 

Supporting Information Section 5). Specifically, one of the generated configurations (Conf. #4) presents dIP = 

3.28 Å, dSL = 3.05 Å, and  𝐽!"#$ #!
!"!!"#= –69.6 cm-1, which are very close to the experimental available data (see 

Table 1), although internal distortions and degrees of freedom have been neglected in these newly generated 

models. Strikingly, the longitudinal translation accomplishes TDPDTA radical arrangements that show FM 

coupling (𝐽!"#$ #!
!"!!"# = 5.0 cm-1 and 𝐽!"#$ #!"

!"!!"# = 15.6 cm-1). This suggests that the magneto-structural correlation 

map of TDPDTA must also account for longitudinal translation (dLG) as well as interplanar distance (dIP) and 

degree of slippage (dSL) to capture the complete behavior.  

 
Although the concept of orbital overlap is not new32 and has inspired many groups,33 the qualitative description 

obtained by the orbital overlap analysis portraits remarkably well the behavior of PDTA and TDPDTA systems, 

and their magnetic variability as a function of the geometrical configuration. All these results are consistent with 

Kahn’s qualitative model, and agree with other recent studies.[34] It thus follows that these conclusions can be 

exploited to drive the synthesis of compounds whose crystal packing avoids the orbital overlap and favors the 

FM coupling.  

 
The previous magneto-structural correlation maps for TTTA, PDTA and 4-NCBDTA undeniably show a series 

of radical arrangements resulting in FM coupling. Why is it that there are so few examples of DTA−based 

ferromagnets in nature?  The answer turned out to be very simple since it relies on the energetic cost for reaching 

the FM area. The Interaction Energy Map (IEM) was computed for the four DTA systems (see Supporting 

Information Section 6). Note that the contour of the FM and weak AFM regions (–5 cm-1 < JAB < 0 cm-1) is 

delimited by dashed black lines on each IEM. The only exception is the IEM for TDPDTA, since it does not 

present any FM sector of interest (due to the lack of screening longitudinal translations).  

 
The IEM for TTTA shows that the most FM region (+50 cm-1 < JAB <+150 cm-1) has a prohibitive energetic cost, 

which explains why TTTA experimentally shows no large FM coupling interactions. In fact, more than 20 kcal 

mol-1 are needed to reach this specific area. The energetically forbidden region involves an interplanar distance 

dIP < 3.0 Å, while the energetically reachable region encompasses 3.25 Å < dIP < 3.00 Å and 2.3 Å < dSL < 1.8 Å. 

This latter region partly contains the FM region of interest (0 cm-1 < JAB < +10 cm-1), which means that the 

adequate DTA−radical under certain conditions and specific geometrical conformation can result in a FM 

configuration. 
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The main result obtained from the OO analysis coupled with the magneto-structural correlation maps is the fact 

that geometrical rather than electronic factors are apparently responsible for the planar DTA−based materials to 

exhibit FM coupling interactions. The larger and more extended the structure is, the higher the probability is to 

have 𝜋-𝜋 interactions and, in turn, the higher the possibility of non-zero orbital overlap and quenching of the FM 

interactions. This important result is also confirmed in the next section by means of a set of in silico experiments 

performed to discriminate which is the role of the geometrical and electronic facets of the DTA−based 

compounds. 

 
 
3. Electronic versus Structural Contributions 

Three independent computational experiments are conducted aiming at distinguishing between the structural and the 

electronic contribution of the different DTA−substituents. Prior to these computations, the magnetically most 

important JAB data obtained using the corresponding dimers of the experimentally X-Ray resolved HT phases were 

collected. From each DTA−radical dimer, the interplanar distance (dIP), degree of slippage (dSL), and 

nitrogen···nitrogen distance (N*···N*) were extracted, and the JAB interaction computed (see data under 

‘Experimental Data’ in Table 1). Note that the HT−4-NCBDTA material is the one presenting the strongest AFM 

coupling (JAB = –341.83 cm-1, at 300K), while HT−TDPDTA is the one showing the weakest AFM interaction (JAB = 

–69.08 cm-1, at 293K).  

 
For the first computational experiment, Model I was built as explained in Section 2, with dIP , dSL , and N*-N* 

distance that best resemble the experimentally X-Ray resolved pairs of DTA−radicals for TTTA, PDTA, 4-

NCBDTA and TDPDTA (note it was selected among 3250 different radical pair configurations). In order to 

prove the adequacy of these 'toy' models, we calculated the JAB values (see data referred to as ‘Model I’ in Table 

1). Direct comparison between the JAB values calculated using the experimental X-Ray data and the models in 

Model I section shows good agreement for each Model I system. Since we are using an isolated pair of radicals, 

neglecting the inner degrees of freedom of the crystal introduces a certain error in the Model I, but the results are 

reassuring in order to be confident about the conclusions we have previously drawn for DTA−based magnets 

from the computed magneto-structural correlation maps.  

 
The goal of the second and third computational tests is to discretize the electronic influence of the 

DTA−substituent with respect to the geometrical configuration of the dimer.  

 
The second set of models is designed to determine the electronic effect on the magnetic coupling. For this 

purpose, we cut a dimer from the TTTA crystal structure of the HT-phase (298 K). Without changing the position 

of the atoms of the DTA-ring, we replace the 1,2,5-thiadiazole substituent by the corresponding substituents of 

the PDTA, 4-NCBDTA and TDPDTA systems (see Figures 1c-d). We refer to these TTTA-modified models as  
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Table 1. Interplanar distance (dIP), degree of slippage (dSL), nitrogen···nitrogen distance (N*···N*), and JAB coupling (cm-1) 
for TTTA, PDTA, 4-NCBDTA and TDPDTA. Experimental Data: experimentally X-Ray resolved pairs of DTA−radicals, 
and computed JAB values at the experimental geometry. Model I: model built from each DTA−radical under investigation, 
computed JAB values, and corresponding errors. Model II: HT−phase TTTA dimer at 298K modified so as to include PDTA, 
4-NCBDTA and TDPDTA substituents, computed JAB values, and errors. Model III: TTTA Model I dimer that best 
reproduces the HT radical pair arrangement of PDTA, 4-NCBDTA and TDPDTA, computed JAB values, and errors. 
Energies are all evaluated at UB3LYP/6-31+G(d) level. Note that the error is calculated assuming the JAB value 
corresponding to the experimentally resolved dimer is the reference value (#Exp), while the corresponding values derived 
from the models I-III are the theoretical ones (#Theo): %ERR = ABS [ (#Exp - #Theo)/ #Theo] * 100.]  
 

Parameters  JAB     / cm-1   

TTTA (298K) PDTA (323K) 4-NCBDTA (300K) TDPDTA (293K) 
 ------------------------------------------- Experimental Data ------------------------------------------- 

dIP-X-ray (Å) 3.46 3.44 3.52 3.31 
dSL-X-ray (Å) 1.34 1.40 1.01 2.97 

N*-N* (Å) 3.71 3.72 3.67 4.45 
JAB (cm-1) -135 -111 -342 -69 

 ---------------------------------------------- Model I ----------------------------------------------------- 
dIP -TM (Å) 3.46 3.43 3.52 3.27 
dSL -TM (Å) 1.31 1.43 1.01 3.03 
N*-N* (Å) 3.69 3.71 3.66 4.46 
JAB (cm-1) -142 -147 -295 -89 
Error % 5.44  32.57  13.73  27.14  

 --------------------------------------------- Model II ---------------------------------------------------- 
dIP -TM (Å)  3.46 3.46 3.46 
dSL -TM (Å)  1.34 1.34 1.34 
N*-N* (Å)  3.71 3.71 3.71 
JAB (cm-1)  -135 -125 -135 
Error %  0.16 7.46 0.04 

 --------------------------------------------- Model III ---------------------------------------------------- 
dIP -TM (Å)  3.43 3.51 3.32 
dSL -TM (Å)  1.43 1.03 2.92 
N*-N* (Å)  3.71 3.66 4.42 
JAB (cm-1)  -99 -295 -72 
Error %  10.67 13.83 4.42 

 

 

Model II. The resulting JAB spin coupling interactions (see 'Model II' in Table 1) are practically the same as the 

JAB value computed using the TTTA dimer itself extracted directly from the X-ray data at 298K (JAB = -135cm-1). 

This points out that the DTA−substituents do not directly influence the coupling between the radicals, and that 

the differences observed for the four systems have another origin.  

 
Finally, the third model isolates the geometrical factor in the magnetic coupling of the pair of radicals. Among 

the 3250 configurations generated for the TTTA system, we select the four arrangements of two TTTA radicals 

that are geometrically closest to the experimental X-Ray crystal structure of PDTA, 4-NCBDTA and TDPDTA 
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(see geometrical data in Table 1 for 'Model III'). The JAB value for the four clusters without any further change, 

i.e. maintaining the 1,2,5-thiadiazole substituent, is then calculated. In contrast to the calculations for Model II, 

we do observe important changes in the magnetic coupling. In fact the four JAB interactions calculated using 

Model III are in rather good agreement with those for the four systems extracted from experiment. Hence, it can 

be concluded that the substituent-induced crystal packing effects are responsible for the different magnetic 

behavior of the four systems.  

 
 
CONCLUSIONS 

The characterization of a subset of four compounds of the DTA−based family is used to evaluate the nature and 

the properties of bistable and spin switchable systems. TTTA, PDTA, and TDPDTA combine the spin transition 

with the crystallographic phase transition, leading to a bistable system in which two stable phases (namely LT 

and HT) coexist within the same range of temperature. For comparison purposes, we also studied the 4-

NCBDTA system, which just presents spin transition. 

 
The four DTA−based radicals present a common planar geometry, and have the tendency to dimerize at low 

temperature, quenching the possibility for FM intermolecular interactions in the LT-phase. Yet the 

corresponding HT−phases are all paramagnetic, providing a more interesting scenario since there is possibility of 

FM spin coupling. Although the magnetic topology of all four DTA−based compounds is 3D, for simulation 

purposes they can be considered to form 1D isolated 𝜋-stacking AFM chains because the largest and dominant 

JAB's extend along the π-stacking direction of the planar DTA−radicals. The simulated χT(T) magnetic 

susceptibility curves of PDTA and TDPDTA show that the LT−phases are magnetically silent, whereas the 

HT−phases are paramagnetic, in agreement with experiment.[12,13] Some numerical discrepancies between 

experimental and calculated χT(T) data are believed to be due to the presence of thermal fluctuations, in analogy 

to what was established in previous studies on TTTA and 4-NCBDTA compounds.[25,28] 

 
The distinctive macroscopic magnetic response of the HT−phase of each DTA−based compound originates in 

the different microscopic intra π-stack JAB radical interactions, which are found to be driven mostly by changes 

in interplanar distance and degree of lateral slippage, according to the interpretation of a series of magneto-

structural correlation maps. Thus, for TTTA, PDTA and 4-NCBDTA, it has been possible to predict the region 

where the FM interactions should appear, i.e. whose geometrical disposition enhances FM spin coupling. The 

presence of the FM regions and their location on the magneto-structural correlation maps has been qualitatively 

explained by the orbital overlap analysis based on Kahn’s model.[31] We concluded that only an interstitial orbital 

arrangement can prevent the orbitals of the two radicals to overlap, and favor FM coupling. Apparently, large 

fused-ring DTA−compounds (e.g. TDPDTA) are not suitable candidates to display ferromagnetism, because 

they increase the probability of having 𝜋-𝜋 orbital overlap at any reasonable relative orientation of the two 
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radicals and, thus, preclude FM coupling. Besides, from our study it is clear that the electronic component 

introduced by the different DTA−substituents does not influence the value of the JAB spin coupling interaction 

itself. Instead, the DTA−substituents structurally affect the radical packing and, in turn, the JAB magnetic 

coupling. These magneto-structural maps could no doubt become a practical tool to help experimentalists to 

design more stable and efficient purely organic radicals with ferromagnetic properties in the solid state. 

 
The magneto-structural correlation maps as a function of the substituents of the DTA−moiety enable to highlight 

the static FM fingerprint region, which results to be very expensive in terms of interaction energy. Indeed, this is 

the reason why there are so few examples of DTA−based ferromagnets in nature. All these results give further 

insight into the behavior of the DTA−radical-based magnets, as a step forward for the experimental counterpart 

in this research field to be able to design compounds with tailored properties.  
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